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program notes by Steven Lowe
Leyendas: An Andean Walkabout
Gabriela Lena Frank
Born: Berkeley, California, September 26, 1972
Reflecting her Peruvian/Jewish/Chinese and Lithuanian heritage, pianist/composer Gabriela Lena Frank has incorporated the
sounds, textures and mythological themes from Latin America into her music. She holds degrees from Rice University and a
doctorate from the University of Michigan. Her composition teachers include William Albright, Leslie Bassett (some of whose
piano works Ms. Frank has recorded), Michael Daugherty, William Bolcom, and previous Seattle Symphony Composer-inResidence Samuel Jones. She has been described by the Washington Post as a composer of "unself-conscious mastery."
Given her multi-cultural birthright one need not be surprised that Frank resonates to the likes of Béla Bartók and Alberto
Ginastera, both of whom created music that paid homage to national and folk traditions. Such an ethno-musicological
orientation has served many Latin American composers, including Astor Piazzolla, Heitor Villa-Lobos and Osvaldo Golijov,
among many other musical creators. Though born in Berkeley, California, it is Frank's Peruvian nexus, expanded to embrace
the continent-plus that constitutes Latin America, that explains the Spanish titles of many of her compositions.
Frank composed her 2001 chamber piece Leyendas: An Andean Walkabout in response to a commission from the Chiara
String Quartet, which gave its premiere performance. (Today's performance is her version for full-strings orchestration.) The
composer has provided the following guide to this six-movement work:
"Leyendas: An Andean Walkabout for string quartet draws inspiration from the idea of mestizaje as envisioned by the
Peruvian writer José Maria Arguedas, where cultures can coexist without the subjugation of one by the other. As such, this
piece mixes elements from the western classical and Andean folk music traditions.
"Toyos" depicts one of the most recognizable instruments of the Andes, the panpipe. One of the largest kinds is the breathy
toyo, which requires great stamina and lung power, and is often played in parallel fourths or fifths.
"Tarqueada" is a forceful and fast number featuring the tarka, a heavy wooden duct flute that is blown harshly in order to split
the tone. Tarka ensembles typically also play in fourths and fifths.
"Himno de Zampoñas" features a particular type of panpipe ensemble that divides up the melodies through a technique
known as hocketing. The characteristic sounds of the zampoña panpipe is that of a fundamental tone blown flatly so that
overtones ring out on top, hence the unusual scoring of double stops in this movement.
"Chasqui" depicts a legendary figure from the Inca period, the chasqui runner, who sprinted great distances to deliver
messages between towns separated from one another by the Andean peaks. The chasqui needed to travel light. Hence, I take
artistic license to imagine his choice of instruments to be the charango, a high-pitched cousin of the guitar, and the
lightweight bamboo quena flute, both of which are featured in this movement.
"Canto de Velorio" portrays another well-known Andean personality, a professional crying woman known as the llorona. Hired
to render funeral rituals even sadder, the llorona is accompanied here by a second llorona and an additional chorus of
mourning women (coro de mujeres). The chant Dies Irae is quoted as a reflection of the comfortable mix of Quechua Indiana
religious rites with those from Catholicism.
"Coqueteos" is a flirtatious love song sung by gallant men known as romanceros. As such, it is direct in its harmonic expression,
bold, and festive. The romanceros sing in harmony with one another against a backdrop of guitars which I think of as a
vendaval de guitarras ("storm of guitars").
The entire piece abounds in sounds, textures and gestures that are found in both folkloric and classical music traditions. The
upward glissandos that open "Tarqueta," for example, evoke memories of romantic violin playing yet also recall Andean flutes
(notably the heavy wooden duct flute known as a harka) and even out own pennywhistles.
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Concerto for Oboe d'Amore, Strings and Continuo in A Major, BWV 1055a
Johann Sebastian Bach
Born: Eisenach, Germany, March 21, 1685 | Died: Leipzig, Germany, July 28, 1750
During Bach's long and final tenure in Leipzig (1723 - 50), he served as Kapellmeister for the large Lutheran church where his
duties, understandably, lay in the creation of liturgical music. The great bulk of his instrumental music derives from his years in
Cöthen (1717 - 23), and it was in that princely haven that he wrote most of his original concertos. From 1729 for more than a
decade, despite a heavy workload at the Thomaskirche (St. Thomas Church), he involved himself in the University of Leipzig's
Collegium Musicum, where he had the chance to write strictly secular, i.e. instrumental music. Virtually all of his keyboard
concertos date from that long and productive period.
Bach's keyboard concertos first saw the light of day as violin - or oboe - concertos, including the Concerto for Oboe d'Amore,
Strings, and Continuo in A Major, BWV 1055a. The oboe d'amore is the predecessor of the modern English horn, which is the
standard oboe's larger sibling, tuned a fifth lower.
The opening movement is in the ritornello style of the High Baroque, i.e. a format in which the orchestra establishes a basic
theme that recurs between contrasting episodes played by the solo instrument. The ritornello music, lively and buoyant,
provides an attractive setting for the solo's dance-like theme and its beguiling permutations. The heart of the concerto is firmly
fixed in the Larghetto, where a descending chromatic sequence in the orchestra creates a somber passacaglia-like background
against which the solo instrument sings a mournful dirge worthy of Baroque opera. With a nod towards the English jig - used
often by Bach in his concerto finales - the concluding Allegro ma non tanto exudes intoxicating spirits and a return to the world
of dance.
Serenade in E minor for Strings, Op. 20
Edward Elgar
Born: Broadheath, near Worcester, June 2, 1857 | Died: Worcester, February 23, 1934
With the death of Henry Purcell in 1695, England's greatest musical voices came from abroad, beginning with Handel, later
Haydn, and eventually Mendelssohn. Not until the end of the 19th century did Great Britain renew its native musical voice in the
person of Sir Edward Elgar, the first in a succession of English worthies whose music has regained an international foothold in the
20th century.
Early on he enjoyed a successful career as a violin soloist, but by the late 1880s he realized that he wanted to focus his creative
energies on composition, eventually gaining respect and fame with his evergreen "Enigma" Variations (1889) and the oratorio
The Dream of Gerontius (1900).
In a sense, Elgar was a throwback to the 18th century, when the line between "popular" and "serious" music was not so firmly
maintained by the guardians of culture. The Serenade for Strings, an early work from 1892, clearly has its feet in both camps,
demonstrating a master's grasp of subtle and sophisticated orchestration and an entertainer's feel for lyric themes of assured
wide appeal.
The opening Allgro piacevole (a "pleasing" Allegro) starts with a rhythmic figure that gives birth to a bouncy, outdoorsy tune in
6/8 that contrasts with a sadder, secondary motif. In the middle section of the movement Elgar posits a brief solo for the
principal violin, a nod perhaps to his former vocational self.
The Larghetto in 2/4 breathes country air and evokes a lovely combination of the lyric and the pensive. In this movement Elgar
taps into his melodic gifts with a rapturous and fully Romantic tune that helped assure the Serenade's staying power.
In 12/8, the final Allegretto begins with a theme of its own that recaps material from the first movement, enabling Elgar to show
off his stuff by neatly blending the different themes in a freshly worked out manner. The composer always liked his Serenade,
declaring "I like 'em - best thing I ever did."
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Simple Symphony
Benjamin Britten
Born: Lowestoft, United Kingdom, November 22, 1913 | Died: Aldeburgh, United Kingdom, December 4, 1976
Elgar was not alone in championing England's standard, though the dearth of noted English composers had been felt for
centuries. As the 20th century approached, a new generation came forward, a process led by Elgar and his compatriot Vaughan
Williams, and one of the finest was Benjamin Britten. An artist whose open homosexual orientation and pacifist politics alienated
his countrymen until the end of his life, he nevertheless became an icon in England and abroad, securing a firm foothold among
music-lovers worldwide.
Britten composed the Simple Symphony between December 1933 and February 1934, drawing themes from his prepubescent
years. He dedicated the charming and vibrant work to his early viola teacher Audrey Alston.
A brief sequence of assertive rising fourths launches the opening Boisterous Bourée marked Allegro ritmico, a gesture designed
as to grab one's attention, then posits a rising and festive theme imitated by a pizzicato-laden variant. A quieter contrapuntal
episode follows reprising the opening rising fourth. The two themes contrast in a youthful verve and lyrical impulse.
The second movement, Playful Pizzicato, derives from a piano piece he had composed in 1924, listing the tempo as Presto
possibile ("as fast as possible"). A jaunty middle section poses plucked upper strings against emphatic gestures in the lower
strings.
The ensuing Sentimental Sarabande marked Poco lento e pesante creates a lachrymose feeling, as if moistened with tears. The
overall mood is tender and affecting, clearly tinged with sadness, and ends even slower than it begins.
Britten concludes with a brisk Frolicsome Finale marked Prestissimo con fuoco. The introduction asserts a forceful unison motif
based on a theme he first used in a 1925 song, pairing with another motif from a piano sonata dating from 1926. Bounding energy
is the order of the moment. Tremolos and pizzicatos provide strongly contrasting textures, embellished by a brief contrapuntal
fragment, then a moment of silence, and then resumed energy before ending.
(c) 2021 Steven Lowe
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Alexandra Rock, Oboe d'Amore
Alexandra Rock, originally from upstate New York, began
her oboe studies at the Eastman School at age 14. After
receiving her Bachelor of Music from Ithaca College, she
joined the Orquesta Sinfonica del Estado de Mexico, in
Toluca, Mexico. In 1982 she returned to the U.S. to study
with Elden Gatwood of the Pittsburgh Symphony, and
Joseph Robinson of the New York Philharmonic. Ms. Rock
joined the Omaha Symphony in 1983 and is currently their
Principal Oboist. Other orchestral positions she has held
include five years of principal oboist with the Des Moines
Metro Opera, and English hornist for the New York
Virtuosi Chamber Orchestra, Tri-Cities Opera Company,
and Binghampton Symphony Orchestra.

Ms. Rock has appeared as soloist with the Omaha Symphony on several occasions, including performances of
Honegger's Concerto de Camera, Albinoni's beautiful Oboe Concerto Opus 9, and the very challenging Oboe
Concerto by Leon Goossens. She is a featured soloist on "Stardust," an award-winning CD of lullabies for
children by Cher and Gene Klosner. She enjoys playing chamber music, having performed with the Omaha
Chamber Music Society and on several Omaha Symphony chamber music programs. Ms. Rock has been on
the faculties of Nebraska Wesleyan University and Dana College, and maintains a small studio of private oboe
students. She has two wonderful daughters, Jane and Catherine.
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Ankush Kumar Bahl, Music Director
Ankush Kumar Bahl is currently the 13th Music Director in the Omaha Symphony's 100year history. He is recognized today by orchestras and audiences alike for his impressive
conducting technique, thoughtful interpretations, and engaging podium presence. In
concert, he has left The Washington Post "wanting to hear more" and has been prasied
by The New York Times for his "clear authority and enthusiasm" and ability to "inspire."
His recent guest conducting highlights include performances with the New York
Philharmonic, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
Orchestra of St. Luke's, Orchestre National de France, Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional de
México, the Richmond Symphony, Virginia Symphony Orchestra, Louisiana
Philharmonic Orchestra, and the National Symphony Orchestra (Washington, D.C.).
Summer festival engagements include the Copenhagen Philharmonic at Tivoli, the Sun
Valley Summer Symphony, the Wintergreen Summer Music Festival, the Chautauqua
Institute, and at Wolf Trap with the NSO.
Bahl is a proud recipient of four separate Solti Foundation U.S. Career Assistance Awards between 2011 to 2016 and the
2009 Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy Scholarship (Leipzig). A protégé of former New York Philharmonic Music Director
Kurt Masur, Bahl served as his assistant conductor at the Orchestre National de France, the Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, and the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra. In addition, Bahl has been fortunate to count Maestros Jaap van
Zweden, Zdenek Macal, Christoph Eschenbach, David Zinman, and Gianandrea Noseda among his mentors.
From 2011-15, Bahl was the Assistant Conductor at the National Symphony Orchestra under Christoph Eschenbach.
During his four-year tenure, Bahl conducted over 100 performances, including his subscription debut in 2012, his Wolf
Trap debut in 2013, the inaugural concert of the Kennedy Center Concert Hall's Rubenstein Family Organ, numerous
run-out concerts for the NSO's In Your Neighborhood program, and his annual Young People's Concerts which
educated over 24,000 students each year. In addition, Bahl was the primary conductor for their Beyond the Score
series. In February 2013, Bahl's ability to step in on short notice was once again called upon when he successfully
replaced Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos at a few hours' notice in a concert with the NSO that featured soloists Kelley
O'Connor and Daniil Trifonov. Other soloists Bahl has collarborated with include Lang Lang, Sara Chang, Lara St. John,
Karen Gomyo, Nicholas Drauticourt, Bhezod Aburiamov, Benjamin Grosvenor, Orion Weiss, Conrad Tao, Charlie
Albright, Philadelphia Orchestra Concertmaster David Kim, and Concertgebouw Concertmaster Vesko Eschkenazy.
American born and of Indian descent, Ankush Kumar Bahl is a native of the San Francisco Bay Area and received a
double degree in music and rhetoric from the University of California at Berkeley. He has been a conducting fellow at
the Aspen Music Festival with David Zinman and completed his master's degree in Orchestral Conducting at the
Manhattan School of Music with Zdenek Macal and George Manahan. In recent years Bahl has been a frequent
collaborator with jazz legend Wayne Shorter, leading his quartet in concerts of his orchestral music at both the Kennedy
Center and the Detroit Free Jazz Festival.
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